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ABSTRACT

When involved in collaborative tasks, users often choose
to use multi-synchronous applications in order to concurrently work in isolation. Hence, privacy of their changes is
maintained until they decide to publish their contributions.
Not being aware of changes made by their collaborators,
they often create concurrent modifications which might generate conflicts or lead to redundant work. We propose an
awareness mechanism that solves this problem by computing and providing awareness in multi-synchronous collaboration while at the same time respecting user privacy by allowing users to specify the detail of information made available to their collaborators. The computation of awareness
is based on metrics that measure the effect of changes for
the different types of changes, on the different syntactic document levels and document parts. For the visualisation of
awareness, we employ the concept of edit profiles.
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INTRODUCTION

Many tasks in business and academia involve groups of individuals working together to achieve some common goal.
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Not surprisingly, the development of collaborative authoring tools therefore became a central topic of interest in the
CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) community. According to the synchronicity of writing activities,
collaborative authoring tools can be classified as either synchronous, asynchronous or multi-synchronous. Synchronous
authoring tools, also referred to as real-time collaborative
authoring systems, imply that changes made by one user
are immediately transmitted to other group members. Asynchronous authoring tools support groups of individuals who
contribute at different times by taking turns of revising and
editing the shared artifact. Multi-synchronous authoring tools
[7] allow simultaneous work in isolation of members of the
group and the subsequent integration of their contributions.
An example of asynchronous collaboration is the traditional
collaboration over email. When people want to collaboratively author a document, they send each other emails containing as attachment versions of the document that integrate
their changes. This work mode requires a good planning
of activities [17]. Integration raises no difficulties if people
work sequentially. Manual integration in the case of parallel work can be easily performed if the document is well
segmented and different document segments are assigned to
different authors. However, if the document decomposition
is not possible, manual integration of parallel changes becomes complex. Recently there has been increasing interest
in real-time editors such as GoogleDocs [1], SubEthaEdit
[2] or synchronous pair programming [14] for supporting
parallel work. However, multi-synchronous authoring tools
continue to be largely used since they offer support for private work while working in parallel. Private workspaces are
essential for collaboration [18] as they give co-authors the
possibility to carry out polishing and revision of their contributions before communicating or including them in shared
documents. Multi-synchronous collaboration is also widely
used for collaborative software development where work in
isolation ensures that the source code is always kept in a
consistent state and can be compiled. Therefore, users often work with version control systems, such as CVS[3] or
Subversion [5], for the development and documentation of
software projects, or with wiki systems, such as Wikipedia,
for the collaborative writing of documents over the web.
Awareness, defined by Dourish [8] as an “understanding of
the activities of others which provides a context for your own
activity”, has been identified by the CSCW community as
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one of the most important issues in collaborative document
authoring, independently of the collaboration mode. A special type of awareness, change awareness, was defined as
“the ability of a person to track the changes that other collaborators have made to a group project” [25].
Extended research has been conducted by various groups
to produce collaborative applications that provide change
awareness in synchronous, asynchronous or multi-synchronous collaboration. Unfortunately, the awareness information provided by the currently available awareness–enabled
multi-synchronous applications is restricted, mainly due to
the nature of the collaboration. When users work with multisynchronous collaborative applications, they remain isolated.
They publish their changes to other users when they commit their changes to the repository and are informed about
changes of other users only when they update their local
copy. Some of the existing change awareness approaches [22,
24] inform users about changes made to a document by highlighting the changes made by other participants over time.
These approaches offer awareness for the changes committed in the repository and integrated in the local workspace
of the user. However, when users are not aware of other
users’ activities while they are working, they may concurrently modify the same parts of the shared document. These
are called blind modifications [13] and might occur due to
concurrent changes that are either uncommitted, or committed but not yet integrated by the user. This could lead to
conflicts or redundant work. A conflict would, for instance,
be generated if a user proofreads a document section while
another user concurrently deletes this section. Finally, redundant work would occur if two users concurrently perform
identical tasks on their local copies of a document.
Notifying users when changes are committed is a form of
awareness that has been adopted by some systems [10]. Other
approaches [6, 20] send changes in real-time to all users
to provide real–time awareness information even in multisynchronous collaboration. Sending operations immediately
after their execution to other users would eliminate the issues of blind modifications, but they violate user needs of
working in isolation and therefore compromise user privacy.
In [13], the notion of ghost operations was proposed to deal
with the tradeoff between awareness and privacy. The main
idea of this approach is that local uncommitted operations
can be filtered according to user preferences before being
sent to other users. An operation is filtered according to various filters depending on the privacy relation of the local user
with the remote one. In this approach, rather than integrating the received ghost operations on the document state and
computing awareness information, these operations are used
only to annotate the document.
The goal of our work is to create an awareness mechanism
that can be applied to multi-synchronous collaborative applications to
• provide real–time awareness information and hence prevent the creation of blind modifications,

• respect users’ privacy by allowing users to define the
amount of information to be transmitted to their collaborators,
• compute awareness information on various levels of granularity based on user preferences, and present the changes
made along a document using flexible visualisation tools,
• provide all the above information for both committed and
uncommitted changes.
To successfully provide the above information in a multisynchronous environment, we use ghost operations which
are sent to all collaborators in real-time, i.e. right after their
generation. We also use edit profiles [19] for a flexible computation and visualisation of awareness information. Edit
profiles enable users to have a quick overview of the past
changes and of concurrent changes made by other users.
Concurrent changes include changes that are either committed or uncommitted and released to the other users by means
of ghost operations defined according to user privacy preferences. Finally, to provide awareness information on different granularity levels, we choose to use a structured document model, for instance a hierarchical model. In this way,
we are able to address specific document parts of various
syntactic document levels, computing and presenting awareness information about them. Hierarchical models encompass a large class of documents such as textual and XML
documents which make our approach applicable to a large
number of existing multi-synchronous applications.
The main contribution of this paper is an awareness mechanism where users filter the amount of information about their
changes to be delivered to their collaborators, based on user
defined privacy levels, and visualise the filtered updates. Our
approach makes users aware of concurrent changes so that
they can initiate communication with the users that made
those changes. In this way, conflicts can be avoided or resolved at an early stage.
Our paper is structured as follows. We first review existing awareness approaches in multi-synchronous collaboration. We then present the document model that we adopted
and the representation of operations that we used for communication in multi-synchronous collaboration. We go on to
present an awareness mechanism based on edit profiles for
multi-synchronous communication. Further, we show how
we extended this awareness approach to address privacy issues. We provide a general architecture for our approach and
introduce the notion of ghost operations along with various
filters that can be used for their generation. By means of an
example, we present an edit profile for the visualisation of
ghost operations. We also show how awareness information
is computed from data provided by ghost operations. Finally,
in the last section, we provide concluding remarks and some
directions for future work.
RELATED WORK

Most awareness approaches for multi-synchronous communication focussed mainly on change awareness. These approaches highlight changes made by other participants to an

artifact such as a document or workspace since the last time
the user saw that artifact. An initial framework on change
awareness was proposed in [11] and then refined in [24].
These approaches keep a user aware about changes that were
made and published while they were working in isolation.
They do not present changes that are concurrently made and
not yet published and therefore, these approaches do not prevent blind modifications.
The State Treemap [15] is an awareness widget designed to
inform users about states of shared documents. Different
states are defined for a document such as L OCALLY M OD IFIED , P OTENTIALLY C ONFLICT – when two copies of the
document are modified and none of the changes are published yet – or W ILL C ONFLICT – when a document copy is
modified locally and some changes on that document have
been committed. However, the granularity of the awareness
information is the document and therefore it is impossible
to measure the divergence between two copies in terms of
concurrent modifications within the document.
Palantı̀r [23] provides awareness information about concurrent modifications done in isolation in the context of configuration management systems. It is based on the same principle as State Treemap, the main difference being that severity information that computes the amount of changes made
among documents is added. Unfortunately, the granularity
of provided information is still the document. Moreover, the
severity metrics do not provide enough information to infer
changes that could cause potential conflicts at the merging
phase.
Concerning quantitative measurement of divergence between
document copies, the approach proposed in [16] provides divergence metrics. Contrary to Palantı̀r and State Treemap
approaches, metrics are computed based on operations modeling concurrent changes and not on events triggered by document state transitions. Merging of concurrent operations
is simulated in real-time on each site, making it possible
to compute various metrics. For instance, it is possible to
compute the amount of changes made on each document as
in Palantı̀r, but also the amount of conflicting/overlapping
changes. However, this approach does not deal with issues
of privacy and all local changes are sent in real-time to the
other users.
In [20], the authors proposed an edit profile that counts the
number of operations generated by users on different parts
of a document. The operations taken into account are both
committed and uncommitted. However, as in [16], all generated operations are transmitted immediately to the other
users and no privacy issues are considered.
Another approach for providing awareness information in
real-time while working multi-synchronously was proposed
in [6]. The approach is adapted for collaborative software
development and provides developers with warning messages
concerning concurrent activity and the possibility to consult
a list of conflicts. Based on a selected conflict, a user can set
watches for concurrently edited elements. For instance, they

can be notified when a collaborator has finished editing the
element. However, no quantitative measure is provided for
concurrent operations or for conflicts. Moreover, all uncommitted operations are sent to all members of the team and no
privacy issues are taken into consideration.
The approach described in [13] deals with privacy issues in
multi-synchronous communication by means of ghost operations that represent filtered operations according to the privacy settings of a user with respect to other users. Although
the operations are used to annotate the document parts with
concurrent changes, no quantitative measures are provided
to compute the divergence between two copies of the document.
A “cloudburst model” has been proposed in GROVE [9] synchronous multi-user editor to hide changes recently made by
remote users. The position and size of a cloud indicates the
approximate location and extent of the modification. After
certain periods of time, the clouds disappear and are replaced
by the actual content of the modifications. However, this filtering mechanism was applied for reducing distraction rather
than for preserving privacy and is applied at the receiver side
rather than the sender side.
DOCUMENT MODEL AND OPERATIONS

In this section, we present the model of the document that
we adopted and the classification and representation of operations for communication in multi-synchronous collaboration.
We adopted a hierarchical structure of the document as it
encompasses a large class of documents such as textual and
XML documents. For instance, a book contains chapters
composed of sections. Each section is composed of paragraphs, each paragraph of sentences, each sentence of words
and each word of characters. In this case, the granularity levels associated with the hierarchical model would be book,
chapter, section, paragraph, sentence, word and character.
We represent the node of a document as described in [12].
A node N of a document is a structure of the form
N =<level, children, history, content>, where
• level is the granularity level, level ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n} corresponding to node N ,
• children is an ordered list {N1 , ..., Nm } of child nodes,
• history is an ordered list of operations referring to child
nodes,

object stored in node, if N is a leaf node
• content= Pn
i=1 content(childi ), otherwise

In Figure 1, an example of a document with the 5 levels of
granularity - document (level 0), paragraph (level 1), sentence (level 2), word (level 3) and character (level 4) - is illustrated. A history is assigned to each node, containing the
operations referring to children of that node. For example,

the log of operations associated with a paragraph includes
insertions and deletions of sentences in that paragraph.
History for operations
at paragraph level

Levels
Document
Paragraph
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Pa1 Pa1 Hist.

…
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COLLABORATION
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…
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of collaboration. We make a distinction between operations
that are committed and uncommitted. While working on their
local workspace, users should be made aware about committed and uncommitted operations generated in parallel with
the local changes.
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…
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Figure 1. Hierarchical representation of a text document.

Operations representing changes made on the hierarchical
structure have been defined in a similar way to that described
in [12].
An operation is a structure of the form op= <type, level,
position, content, length, user>, where
• type is the type of the operation, type ∈ {insert, delete},
• level is the level of the node in whose history the operation
is kept,
• position is a vector of positions specifying the path from
the root to the node where the operation is applied,
• content is a node representing the content of the operation,
• length is a vector with the number of units of each document level inserted or deleted by the operation,
• user is the user who generated the operation.
The vector position specifies the indexes that compose the
path in the tree where the operation is applied. For instance,
if an insert operation of word level is applied to the text document of our example, information about the paragraph and
the sentence in which the word is located, as well as the position of the word inside the sentence, are included in the
position parameter.
Finally, the insertion of the sentence “CSCW stands for Computer Supported Cooperative Work.” would have a length
vector equal to < 0, 1, 7, 52 > since it inserts 0 units of
paragraph level or 1 unit of sentence level or 7 units of word
level or 52 units of character level.
Usually multi-synchronous collaborative systems such as version control systems maintain a central repository containing
versions of the document. It offers an optimistic approach to
version control by allowing users to work on the same copy.
Users can check out a copy of the current document, make
changes on the copy of the document and commit the copy
back into the repository. In our work, we assume this kind

Taking advantage of the underlying structure of a document,
as well as the use of operations to represent changes made to
the document, we created a flexible awareness mechanism
that computes and visualises change awareness information
for the different document levels and document parts. We
briefly present here the main concepts of this procedure to
ease the description, in the next section, of the extension
of this mechanism to compute awareness information in the
light of privacy issues and ghost operations.
The use of a structured document model allows us to address each document node separately, independently of its
level. Tracking all changes made to a document, i.e. all the
operations created in the document, we can find the changes
made to each document node and its children nodes, compute the effect of these operations and present the results
through proper visualisation tools for different syntactic document levels or document parts. For instance, accessing
the computed information for all the paragraphs in a document and presenting them via an edit profile [19] shows to
the user the amount of changes made to all the paragraphs in
a document. Accessing the information computed for all the
paragraphs of a specific section presents a zoomed version of
the previous example, by presenting awareness information
about the specific document part. Summarising, our awareness mechanism computes and visualises awareness information at the different document levels and for the different
document parts.
When an operation is received at a site, the document node
is found where the operation needs to be applied and the
operation’s effect to the node and its ancestors is computed
and stored. The computation of the operation’s effect produces a value, called opValue. Since the effect of an operation may vary depending on user needs and some application specific characteristics, we have created various metrics, and use them to compute various instances of an operation’s opValue. The text collaborative application of our
example has a structured document model and syntactic document levels from character to document level. The metrics
defined for it could be the character, word, sentence or paragraph level, representing the operation’s effect at the node
where it is applied by means of the number of characters,
the number of words, the number of sentences and the number of paragraphs inserted/deleted by the operation to/from
the document node. An insertion of a sentence at a paragraph node has an opvalue equal to 1 if the selected metric
is the sentence level, an opValue equal to the number of the
words inserted by the sentence if the metric is the word level
etc. In this way, our awareness mechanism computes awareness information at a granularity specified by user needs,
roles and preferences. For instance, an non-native english

speaker who receives a document corrected from a proofreader would probably like to visualise spelling mistakes,
i.e. changes of characters in word level nodes. On the contrary, an editor in a publishing company who needs to have
an overview of the authoring progress and current state of a
document, would probably only need to be informed about
major changes made to the document such as insertions and
deletions of entire paragraphs.
For each document node, the above computed opValues are
grouped based on the user who created the operation, the
operation type and the metric used to compute the value.
The opValues of each group are summed to create the corresponding nodeValue. This procedure results in multiple
instances of nodeValues as well. In synchronous collaboration, or multi-synchronous collaboration where no privacy
issues are considered, the remote operations that arrive at a
site have all the required information needed to compute the
opValues and nodeValues. After the computation of all the
above values, the ones corresponding to the document level,
document part, operation type etc. chosen by the user, are
selected and visualised through an edit profile.
We conducted user studies investigating the usefulness of
edit profiles as a mechanism to deliver real-time awareness
in multi-synchronous collaborative environments. In [21]
we reported on user feedback concerning the use of edit profiles as a tool that delivers awareness information. However,
users also expressed their concerns considering the invasion
of their privacy when involved in such collaboration situations. We therefore propose, in the next section, an extension
of our awareness approach to deal with privacy issues.

the computation of the awareness information provided by
ghost operations. To analyse in detail the generation of ghost
operations, we first give their definition by means of the possible filters applied to the attributes of a real operation. Then,
we present some of the masks that can be used combining
the various filters and discuss example situations where each
mask could be used. Finally, by means of edit profiles, we
show how the information concerning the ghost operations
is presented to the users in the case of an example situation
and discuss in detail the computation of the values presented
in the visualisation tool.
Architecture

The architecture shown in Figure 2 presents the procedure
followed from the creation of an operation at a user’s local
site to the receipt of it by another user and the computation
of awareness information. The steps followed are:
• Generation of a real operation at a user’s site.
• Filtering of the operation attributes by using various masks
to create a ghost operation.
• Transmission of the operation through the network to all
collaborators.
• Receipt of an operation from a collaborator and extraction
of the available information. The document node where
the operation will be applied is found, the appropriate opValues are computed and the corresponding nodeValues
are updated.

AWARENESS IN THE LIGHT OF PRIVACY ISSUES

The awareness mechanism described in the previous section
is general enough to be applied to any kind of collaborative application with a structured document model, independently of the document type or the mode of collaboration.
However, it cannot be applied to privacy–sensitive collaborative situations because it assumes that all the required information for the computation of awareness is sent by users
to their collaborators. However, very often this is not the
case, since one of the main reasons for users working in a
multi-synchronous environment is that they want to work in
privacy and review their work before publishing it.
Which data is considered private cannot be uniquely defined.
It depends on users, their collaborators, their roles, the collaborative situation and the task to be accomplished. Therefore, user privacy level should be set by users themselves
depending on their current needs and situation. The computation of awareness information in privacy–sensitive environments should respect any private uncommitted data and
use the available information only. Our work concentrates
on extending the awareness mechanism previously described
to compute the maximum available information in the light
of ghost operations.
In what follows, we describe an overview of the general procedure for the creation and receipt of ghost operations and

Figure 2. Generation of ghost operations, transmission through the
network and computation of awareness after the operation’s receipt.

In what follows we analyse in more detail the second and
fourth item of the above procedure, i.e. the ghost operation
generator and the awareness computation.
Ghost operations

In [13], a ghost operation was defined as g(operation) =
< f ilter(type), (f ilter(parameter))∗ > following the
definition of the original operation given by a type and a
list of parameters operation=<type,(parameter)*>. Hence,
the ghost operation is the operation obtained by filtering the
type and the parameters of the original operation according
to user privacy preferences. The inspiration for the filtering

mechanisms applied to operation parameters was the blurring filtering mechanisms applied to video documents for
masking several details while still providing overview usefulness for awareness [4].
Ghost operations for the document of our example where
op =<type, level, position, content, length, user> are defined as g(op) =<filter(type), filter(level), filter(position),
filter(content), filter(length), filter(user)>, where

insert, if op is an insert and




its type is not masked


delete, if op is a delete and
• filter(type)=
its type is not masked




edit,
if op is a delete or insert


and its type is masked

level, if op has the level unmasked
• filter(level)=
null, if op has the level masked
• filter(position=[V0 , V1 , · · · Vn ])= [V0 , · · · Vi ], where
0≤i≤n

content, if the content of op


is not masked
• filter(content)=
null,
if
the content of op


is masked

length, if the length of op


is not masked
• filter(length)=
null,
if
the length of op


is masked

user, if the user identity of op


is not masked
• filter(user)=

 null, if the user identity of op
is masked

The vector of positions of the original operation can be filtered by providing the positions of the higher level of granularity of the node, but hiding the positions of the lowest level
of granularity. For instance, for an original operation of insertion of a word, only the position of the paragraph where
the word is to be inserted can be provided and the sentence
and word level positions can be hidden.
Privacy levels

As discussed above, the level of privacy requested from users
may be task or user specific. Therefore, we decided to make
the filtering/masking mechanism that creates the ghost operations quite flexible by offering various levels of privacy.
Here we present the most important ones in terms of the operation attributes that get masked in each level. We also give
examples of collaborative situations where each level could
be selected. We realise that the possible masks to be used are
equal to the maximum number of combination of the filters
presented above and therefore a lot more than the ones presented here. We believe that some of them would not make
any sense and possibly not be used at all, while others could
be used frequently. Therefore we decided to introduce the
ones we expect to be needed most often by users.

No privacy: We start from the first level where no privacy
issues arise, and therefore no information is masked. These
ghost operations hold the maximum information and the computation of awareness is not restricted at all. All the opValues
are computed and the nodeValues of the document nodes affected by the operation are updated.
Mask the user and / or type: Here the type or the user, or
both of these attributes can be filtered to produce the ghost
operation. This level of ghost operations will be created in
collaborative situations were the users want to keep their
anonymity until they commit their changes, or when they
want to inform their collaborators that the document is being edited without specifying the type of changes. The exact
document part that is modified is available to the collaborators and information about the extent of the changes as well.
Users receiving such ghost operations will be notified about
the document parts being edited and as a result are likely to
avoid working on the same document areas. We believe it
would also be reasonable to mask the content as well if the
type is masked. An example of such a ghost operation is:
gOp1= < edit, 2, [2, 3, 4], null, [0, 0, 1, 4], null >.
Independently of the type and/or user being filtered, the next
levels concentrate on the filtering of other attributes.
Mask the changes: This level holds operations where the
content is filtered. Such ghost operations might be produced
in collaborative situations where the users allow the exact
document part being edited and the extent of the changes
to be available to their collaborators, but do not publish the
actual changes. An example of such a ghost operation is:
gOp2= < insert, 2, [2, 3, 4], null, [0, 0, 1, 4], null >.
Mask the changes and their effect: Ghost operations that
conform to this level of privacy have the content and the
length masked. Users who intend to make changes to a specific paragraph in a document but do not yet know what exactly to write, often produce a lot of changes which they
later discard. To mask such phenomena but at the same time
inform their collaborators where they are currently active,
ghost operations of this level could be used. The remaining unmasked attributes, i.e. the level and position can be
used by the user who receives the ghost operation to check
if the position is also filtered and distinguish this case from
the next one. For instance, an operation of word level, where
the position is not masked, should have a position attribute,
where a complete path from the document level to the word
level is given. An example of such a ghost operation is:
gOp3= < edit, 2, [2, 3, 4], null, null, null >.
Mask the changes, their effect and part of the position: Finally, we consider collaborative situations were the user also
wants to keep private information about the exact document
part where the changes are made. This can be achieved either by hiding the position attribute (part of it or all of it),
or by hiding the level attribute, or both. Filtering the level
attribute will make it impossible to verify whether the posi-

Figure 3. Concurrent changes generated by Mary, Bob and Tom

tion is incomplete and hence the position will also be considered masked. Finally, filtering part of the position means
making available only part of the path in a structured document where the operation will be applied. For instance, a
proofreader might want to inform their collaborators about
the document part they are working on, without giving details about the exact sentences or words being edited. Such
information could be enough to inform collaborators about
their activity but at the same time respecting their privacy.
Masking all the position attribute would deliver similar information to a mechanism showing that a user is present in a
document. If additional information is given, for instance the
level or the length, the effect of user changes could be computed for the document level. Although such an operation
is correctly handled by the proposed mechanism, we believe
that the previously mentioned cases are far more interesting
and challenging and we focus on them only. Examples of
ghost operations of this privacy level are:
gOp4= < edit, null, [2], null, null, null >.
gOp5= < edit, 2, null, null, null, null >.
gOp6= < edit, null, null, null, null, user1 >.

Mary wants to let the others know about the changes she did
in the second paragraph (the title of the section is considered
as a paragraph itself), but does not want at this point to reveal her identity for those changes. She therefore generates 8
ghost operations gOp1Mary , . . . , gOp8Mary corresponding
to the insertion of words ‘of’, ‘individuals’, ‘of’, ‘interest’,
‘(Computer’, ‘Supported’, ‘Cooperative’, ‘Work)’. For instance, the ghost operation for the insertion of the first word
‘of’ is gOp1Mary =< insert, 2, [2, 1, 7], ‘of ′, [0, 0, 1, 2],
null >. Concerning the changes Mary did on paragraph
4, she wants to let the other users know that she is editing
that paragraph but still needs some time to review what she
has edited. She chooses to send her changes with a masked
content, masked type and partially masked position (only the
paragraph level node is given). However, she does not filter
the length of her changes, providing in this way a measure
of the changes that she made. She generates 17 ghost operations gOp9Mary , . . . , gOp25Mary corresponding to the
insertion of character ‘,’, insertion of word ‘SubEthaEdit’,
deletion of words ‘or’, ‘software’ and ‘development’, insertion of words ‘synchronous’, ‘pair-programming’, deletion
of word ‘However’ and insertion of words ‘Although’, ‘realtime’, ‘applications’, ‘appear’, ‘to’, ‘be’, ‘rather’, ‘promising’. For instance, gOp9Mary =< edit, 3, [4], null,
[0, 0, 0, 1], M ary >.

Visualising ghost operations through edit profiles

By means of an example we first show how various types of
ghosts operations are visualised. Next, we provide details
about the computation of awareness information.
Consider the case of some researchers authoring a research
paper. For simplicity, we consider that the document being
edited contains 4 paragraphs. Awareness by means of edit
profiles for committed operations was presented in [20]. In
this section, we show how this could be extended to provide
a visualisation mechanism for uncommitted changes in the
presence of ghost operations. Consider that users Mary, Bob
and Tom work on the same version of the document and they
generate concurrently the changes illustrated in Figure 3.

Bob decides to send unmasked to the other users the changes
that he made in paragraph 2 of the document. He therefore generates 6 ghost operations gOp1Bob , . . . , gOp6Bob
corresponding to the insertion of words ‘business’, ‘and’,
‘Not’, ‘surprisingly,’, deletion of character ‘T’ and insertion of character ‘t’. For instance, gOp1Bob =< insert, 2,
[2, 1, 4], ′ business′, [0, 0, 1, 8], Bob >. As he wants to review the changes he did in paragraph 3, he will mask their
content, but send all the other information required. He generates two ghost operations gOp7Bob and gOp8Bob corresponding to the insertion of sentences ‘Synchronous authoring tools, also referred to as real-time collaborative authoring systems, imply that changes made by one user are im-

Figure 4. Edit profiles in the presence of ghost operations.

mediately transmitted to other group members.’ and ‘Asynchronous authoring tools allow users to work in isolation and
synchronise their changes at some later point in time’. For
instance, gOp7Bob =< insert, 1, [3, 2], null, {0, 1, 25, 184},
Bob >.
Tom just started working on the document, he did just a
small change. He just wants to let the others know that he has
started working on the document and therefore he masks all
information about his changes except his identity. He therefore generates the ghost operation gOp1T om =< edit, null,
null, null, null, T om >.
Figure 4 represents the edit profiles in the presence of the
above described masked concurrent changes as seen by a
fourth researcher who just opened the document containing
the paper. The researcher wants to be informed about the uncommitted changes of his colleagues presented by means of
a profile chart (left side of the figure) that gives him a quick
overview of the changes along with the changes themselves
in the document. He therefore selected the ProfileChart and
Changes options. He has selected to see all types of changes,
i.e. insertions, deletions and edits presented at the level of
paragraph, changes being measured in characters. The profile chart includes three bars for each paragraph, showing in
a top-to-down order the number of insertions, deletions and
edits made on that paragraph. Changes of one user are identified by a unique colour, in the lower left side a legend of
users with their associated colours is presented. Due to black
and white printing, patterns are used in addition to colours.
From the profile chart, we can deduce that no changes were

done in the first paragraph, that the changes in the second
paragraph were made by Bob (insertions and deletions) and
an anonymous user (insertions), that Bob contributed also by
inserting content in the third paragraph and that Mary edited
the last paragraph. We can also see that another user Tom is
active in the document, but no information about the changes
he made is provided. Inside the document, changes made
by users are included if their content and position were not
masked. If the content of changes was masked but their positions and lengths were specified, the changes are blurred.
Visualising the changes superimposed on the document is an
optional feature and can be deactivated by the users. Moreover, if users want to work without being disturbed about
uncommitted changes, they can choose to visualise only the
committed changes, or only their local changes. We expect that the most used work mode settings of our proposed
awareness mechanism are the ones where edit profiles are
chosen to be displayed on real-time and merged content only
presented on request. However, the user can work in a complete isolation by deselecting the ProfileChart and Changes
options.
As we can see, our system offers users the possibility of
working in complete isolation as in the case of traditional
multi-synchronous communication or to view in real-time
the changes made in the system. Moreover, our system offers
users the flexibility of filtering, according to their privacy,
the information about their changes that are transmitted to
their collaborators. If none of the users filters the transmitted
changes and all users select the Changes option to integrate

user changes as soon as they occur, our system simulates the
functionality of a real-time system enhanced with edit profiles.
Awareness computation using ghost operations

In this subsection, we consider the above examples of ghost
operations and explain how our mechanism computes awareness information. We assume that the operations arrive at a
collaborator’s site and are about to be evaluated.
Operations like gOp1Bob =< insert, 2, [2, 1, 4], ′ business′,
[0, 0, 1, 8], Bob >, belong to the first level we introduced,
where no privacy issues are taken into consideration. For
the computation of awareness, the document node where the
operation will be applied is found first. An opValue is then
computed for each of the defined metrics and its value, together with information about the type of the operation and
the user who created it, is attached to the node by being
added to the corresponding nodeValue. The resulting nodeValues are visualised through the edit profile. Their values
are shown in the chart at the bar referring to the node and the
operation’s type. The changes are also superimposed on the
text. The pattern and colour used in the chart and in the text
respectively show the user who made the change.
A procedure similar to the above one is followed when the
ghost operation has the user attribute masked as in operation
gOp1Mary =< insert, 2, [2, 1, 7],′ of ′ , [0, 0, 1, 2],null >.
It only differs at the step where the computed values are attached to the node. Since the user is not known, the values
are attached to the node and marked as being made by user
“Anonymous”. This “new” user is introduced to hold all the
changes made from users who want to keep their anonymity.
If the ghost operation arriving at a site provides no content,
then it is impossible to annotate the document. If, however,
adequate information is given about the effect of the operation and the position where it is applied, then our mechanism informs the user about the details of the change. For
instance, the effect of operation
gOp7Bob =< insert, 1, [3, 2], null, [0, 1, 25, 184], Bob >
can easily be evaluated since the length is provided. Additionally, the level can be used to check whether the position
is partially masked or not. In this operation, we can easily see that the position is not masked, since the operation
informs us about a new sentence that will be inserted at the
third paragraph in position 2. This means that the exact node
where the operation will be applied is given. All of the above
information will be provided through the edit profile, but the
document will not be annotated with the correct text, since
the content is not given. To illustrate, however, that the position and the length of the change is known, the document
will be annotated with blurred text.
If the content is masked and the combination of level and
position show that the position is partially masked, then the
exact node where the operation is applied cannot be found.
Using the given part of the position, an approximation of the
exact position can be found, i.e. the closest ancestor of the
changed node is found. For instance, the operation

gOp9Mary =< edit, 3, [4], null, [0, 0, 0, 1], M ary > is of
level character, but only the paragraph is given in the position element. Paragraph 4 is the deepest we can reach in the
hierarchical document and hence we assign to this node all
the computed information. Since we do not know exactly
where the changes are made in the paragraph, the document
is not annotated at all. This helps the user to distinguish this
case from the previous one.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an awareness mechanism which, in the light
of privacy issues, computes real–time awareness in multisynchronous collaboration. Users can choose through a set
of privacy levels the one that best fits their role, collaborative
task, current needs and situation. The detail of information
sent to other users about their uncommitted changes is defined by these levels. Based on the privacy level, various
filters are applied to the original operations to mask some
of the operation attributes and create ghost operations sent
to other users. Upon receipt at a remote site, ghost operations are specially handled by our awareness mechanism to
extract the maximum available information. The computed
awareness information is finally visualised by means of edit
profiles which enable users to have a quick overview of the
hot areas that contain concurrent changes done by various
users.
We believe that the examples used in this paper constitute a
representative, but by no means exhaustive, list of the most
common activities and privacy concerns that users have when
involved in collaborative tasks. In the future, we intend to
conduct user studies to analyse whether our awareness approach achieves better improvements over traditional multisynchronous collaboration and check whether there are any
other privacy levels that we need to take into consideration
to extend our mechanism towards satisfying more users in
various collaborative situations.
Another direction we want to follow is to automatically generate the filtering mechanism according to a trust metric showing a measure of how group members are trusted by other
group members. Operations generated by a user will be
therefore filtered and sent to other users according to the
level of trust the user has in other users.
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